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Figure 8. A snapshot of the central region in our fiducial 3D model M3 at
t = 4400RL /c ⇠ 1.5 s, when the jet head is at z = 1000RL ⇠ 1010 cm, or
about 10% of the stellar radius. The colour scheme in the left panel shows
the log10 (r⇥B), which is a tracer of conduction currents, and the right panel
shows the log10 ( ), which is a tracer of magnetisation. The solid lines how
the field lines of b, the magnetic field as measured in the fluid frame and
traced out in the lab frame. The degree of their twist reflects the degree to
which the toroidal magnetic field component dominates in the fluid frame.
ff
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Jet launching

fi

Jets are launched by spinning
BHs in the presence of largescale magnetic eld due to
frame dragging
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Striped jets

Switching of polarity in the disc
leads to switching of polarity in the
jet -> Striped jet launches
(Parfrey+ 15, Mahlmann+ 20)

ff

Blobs of di erent polarity
reconnect in the jet -> energy
dissipation

BH activation by small scale eld
GR-FFE simulations (Parfrey+ 15,
Mahlmann+ 20)

•

Currents set as boundary conditions

•

No disc physics. Can the loop survive?
What is the e ciency?

Supporting disk current
Accretion disk (MHD current)
Freefall funnel (MHD current)

Striped jets from small scale magnetic field
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(Faber et al. 2007), information doeshLAL
not propagate from the
interior of the horizon outwards. Thus, for numerical convenience, we may reset all variables inside the outer horizon for
numerical convenience. Otherwise,h close to the JBH singularity, the FFl equations develop large numerical errors, which
max
may result in the failure of the method. A similar strategy
has been employed, e.g. in Mewes et al. (2016).
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In order to ensure the conservation properties of the
algorithm, it is critical to employ refluxing techniques, cormin
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20) (cf. Shibata 2015). We highlight the
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•

Visualization of the plasma regimes

BH activation by small scale eld
GR-FFE simulations (Parfrey+ 15,
Mahlmann+ 20)

•

Currents set as boundary conditions

•

No disc physics. Can the loop survive?
What is the e ciency?
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(Mahlmann+ 20)

•

GR MHD simulations (Chashkina+ 21,
Nathanail+ 20, Beckwith+ 08,09)

Striped jets from small scale magnetic field
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(Faber et al. 2007), information does not propagate from the
interior of the horizon outwards. Thus, for numerical convenience, we may reset all variables inside the outer horizon for
numerical convenience. Otherwise, close to the BH singularity, the FF equations develop large numerical errors, which
may result in the failure of the method. A similar strategy
has been employed, e.g. in Mewes et al. (2016).
In order to ensure the conservation properties of the
algorithm, it is critical to employ refluxing techniques, correcting numerical fluxes across di↵erent levels of mesh refinement (see, e.g. Collins et al. 2010). Specifically, we make use
of the thorn Refluxing4 in combination with a cell-centered
refinement structure (cf.
Shibata
2015).
We
highlight
the
(Chashkina+ 21)
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BH Activation modes: 1 loop
•

2 modes: MAD and SANE.

•

MAD (Magnetically Arrested Disc):
- large scale elds

·
- M and Ψ are correlated
Switch between high and low modes

-

Intermittent jet launching

SANE (Stable And Normal Evolution):
- small scale elds

·
- M and Ψ are uncorrelated, Ψ is low
No jet launching
fi

-
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-

MAD
(2D)

MAD
(2D)
Sgr A*

tzer campaigns. Blue lines show the 4.5 µm
not corrected for reddening. Purple shows
ht curves as labeled. Times are arbitrary but
n 17 is the same one published by Fazio et al.
s well
t as∼ for
140the
r /ccorrelation analysis, the 2017
decay

g

(Witzel+ 21)

Activation modes:Multiple loops in 2D
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- The second loop compresses the rst one -> e ective current sheets production
- Striped jet launches

Multiple loops in 3D
·
• the variability of M and Ψ is much smoother than in 2D
Magnetic eld can not prevent accretion at all azimuths

fi

•

Multiple loops in 3D

Jet ef ciency
GRMHD simulations of BH activation by small scale loops
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Figu
equa
mod
dle
and
plan
tion
time
Figure 12. The accretion dynamics in model 3DM. The three upper panels show snapshots of log b . Magnetic field lines are shown in black lines. The lower
panels show the mass accretion rate at the horizon (left) and normalized magnetic flux through horizon (right). Vertical lines indicate the times of the snapshots.

fi

at present whether emission during the quenched accretion states
can accommodate that. Alternatively, it could be that jet formation

3D simulations their existence was inferred from measurements
of the curvature radii of fieldlines inside the ISCO radius. These

BH
ing
the
and

Current sheets and plasmoids
•

Current sheets:
- equatorial plane: MAD + loop switches

-

Jet-disc boundary: loop switch

•

Plasmoids merge and grow in size

•

Accelerate up to 0.3c

•

Energy in the plasmoids is comparable to the jet
energy

•

May evolve to radio blobs at larger radii

Current sheets and plasmoids
log S

How to nd plasmoids in 3D?
2D

fi

κ=

| Bp |
[ ∇ × B]ϕ

3D

Summary
In order to have a global reconnection at
large distances one possibility is to launch
striped jets

•

Striped jets can be launched from opposite
polarity loops, they can be quite e cient

•

Reconnection in the vicinity of a BH during
polarity switching produces a chain of very
energetic plasmoids at the edge of the jet,
that could be the source of X-ray and
gamma ray emission in the vicinity of a BH,
or may evolve into radio blobs at later time

ffi

•

Relativistic magnetic
reconnection and
turbulence in kinkunstable jets
Bart Ripperda, Anna Chashkina,
Alexander Chernoglazov, Sasha
Philippov, Jordy Davelaar, Omer
Bromberg and Lorenzo Sironi

Kink instability
•

Toroidal eld is unstable to kink mode

•

Generates helical twist in the jet, leads to reconnection

•

The fastest CD instability

fi

(Mizuno+ 2014)

(Bromberg, Tchekhovskoy+ 2016)

Kink instability
•

The fastest growing instability

•

E ective close to the jet axis (Bromberg,
Tchekhovskoy, 2016):
Bromberg, Singh, Davelaar, Philippov

•

θdiss =

RL
2/3
if zcoll < RLσ0
zcoll

RL 1/3
2/3
if zcoll > RLσ0
θ
=
σ
diss
0
•
zcoll

•

ff

(Bromberg+ 19)

Kink instability
8

Bromberg, Singh, Davelaar, Philippov

• Magnetic eld structure:
• Br(r) = 0
B0
B
(r)
=
z
•
[1 + (r/a)]α

•

Bϕ(r) =

aBz
r

2 2α

[1 + (r/a) ] − 1 − 2α(r/a)
6
2α − 1

2

19) Philippov
Bromberg, (Bromberg+
Singh, Davelaar,

• Pitch: P = rBz /Bϕ

α > 14. 3D color rendering of Jz at the same times and color range as in fig. 2. Magnetic field lines are shown
• Increasing pitch (IP): P > 1,Figure

fi

• Decreasing pitch (DP): P < 1, α < 1

mergers of the kink lobes, cascades dow
scale turbulence, keeping the dissipation
Once the merging stops, energy is no l

Kink instability
Figure 4. 3D color rendering of J

z

at the same times and co

What do we know?
•

Growth rate

•

Energy dissipation

•

Relaxation condition
(Taylor state)

For nonrotating jet

Bromberg, Singh, Davelaar, Philippov

(Bromberg+ 19)
(Bromberg+ 19)

ff

Figure 5. Evolution of the kink mode shown as the electric
energy in the three simulated profiles: IPb , DPb , and COb .
What
do
we
want
to
know?
Three phases are evident: i) linear growth; ii) mode inverse
cascade; iii) turbulence phase. The filled circles on the three
curves,
the times
at which
the snapshots
in figs. 2How rotation
a ects
the energy
dissipation,
• mark
4 are taken.
Comparisons
relaxation
conditionto the theoretical linear growth
rates of kmax (eq. 3) are shown as dotted lines plotted over

Kink instability
•

In the rotation case the energy
dissipation starts later

Kink instability
By the time
when nonlinear kink
stage develops
the angular
momentum
drops and
energy
transfers into
small scales

Kink instability
•

By the time when non-linear kink stage develops the angular
momentum drops and energy transfers into small scales

Summary (very preliminary)
Energy dissipation in rotating jets
starts at later time that in non-rotating

•

Rotation a ects linear stage of kinkinstability.

•

Angular momentum transfers
outwards during kink phase

•

Kink instability can dissipate around
1/2 of magnetic energy

•

What is the saturation criteria?

•

How does it look like in the global
simulations?
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